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W hen I was about six or seven years old I 

took a major life decision and decided that 

pink would no longer be my favourite colour.  

 

It wasn’t that I didn’t like pink anymore. Rather, for 

some reason I had come to the understanding during 

my first years of school that pink was a girlish colour 

and that this was something negative. So …
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I changed to yellow.



D uring an illustration course in my  

bach elor’s studies, a conflict with a 

teacher had a deep impact on me. At  

the beginning of the course the students got an assign-

ment to bring to school some thing we considered to be 

of a sentimental value. I brought a ring I had inherited 

from my late grand mother. She used to wear it above 

her wedding ring, and at the time I was wearing  

it everyday. 

 
My teacher accepted my ring as a sentimental item. 

 
The following day we were asked to bring to school 

some  thing that inspired us. I didn’t know what to 

bring, so I decided to say that maps inspired me; old 

maps of countries and cities. When my teacher asked 

why I had chosen maps I had a hard time coming up 

with a good answer. I said that I had been fascinated 

with maps for some time but I couldn’t really form  

the answer as to why.  
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He pressed on: Why?  

I guess because of the stories that they contain,  

I replied, they can tell so much with so little and  

I love how something that can look abstract can  

hold a great amount of information of the world. 

 

He still pressed on and I couldn’t really form a better 

answer. At last he declared that maps did not really 

inspire me or my work. If I liked maps I should know 

every thing about them, so this was a bad choice.  

Maybe it was, but I felt upset this man could decide 

what inspired me or not.  

 

Later in the same course we got an assignment to 

make a self-portrait. Unsure of my illu strations skills, 

I traced a picture of myself with a pencil, adding  

elements from geo graphical maps, representing hills, 

vegetation, and a glacier’s growth and retreat (a way 

to prove my map-inspiration, obviously). Through 

the portrait I stitched a few stitches connected to 

two words saying “Eitt spor”. Spor means a stitch in 

Icelandic but it also means a step, so it can translate 

to “One step” or “One Stitch”. In retrospect, this feels 

kind of sentimental and clichéd, but at the time it  

felt true to my feelings and how my life was moving  

forward, step by step.  

 

When the project was examined, another of my  

teachers called it weak and feminine. Clearly, that  

was something they did not like. My self-portrait  

was com pared to that of another classmate, which 

was described as masculine, dynamic and powerful.  

It was also com pared to a third classmate’s portrait. 

Hers was declared to be feminine in a more successful 

way than mine. I felt belittled. To further my humilia-

tion, after the ex amin ation my teacher quipped that  

I was like an eccentric astrologer well known in Ice-

land, who happens to shares my name. His point  

was that both I and my portrait were lame. 

 



But this isn’t about defending a self-portrait I made 

a few years ago. It’s about what was said during this 

particular examination, and how it left me with a 

clear lesson learned: In design, feminine was inferior 

to masculine, soft lesser than dynamic, emotional 

lesser than strong. This has stayed with me and  

has troubled me ever since. Why was I faced with 

these opposites, and why should one be better than  

the other?  

 

When, in the beginning of the third year, it came time 

to select a thesis topic, I was decided on a subject: 

Maps. I had considered doing something completely 

different, but my frustration had been aroused and I 

needed to prove that teacher wrong. That process led 

me down this path of researching history and what 

could be described as feminine design. 
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A fter having developed a small obsession 

with maps I finally decided to write my  

thesis about the cartographer and illustrator Samúel 

Eggerts son. 

 
At first I was drawn to his style of illu strating and 

map making, but once I learned more about him I 

under stood that he was first and foremost a teacher. 

All his works were loaded with pedagogical infor-

mation about Iceland, both in regards to geography  

and hi s tory. His magnum opus was a map of the 

history of Ice land, from Settlement to the early 20th 

century. For a cross section of each century, he divided 

the hi stor ical events into several cate gories, and in 

the middle of the map was a big graph illustrating the 

population growth. I completely fell in love with this.  

I found it so fascinating to show something that 

feels as complex as history in such a visual way, that 

I decided to continue to work with this historical 

map of Ice land and update it to present day for my 

graduation project. Once I started working wth 

the material I quickly encountered a hurdle. In the 

category Influential People only men were listed, 115 

of them to be exact, and not a single woman. The 

category Domestic Events had one woman, Auður 

djúpúðga, a 9th century settler. Another woman could 

be found in the category Kings and Rulers, Marg aret I, 

Queen of Denmark. So in the nation’s eleven hundred 

year history, only two women were mentioned by 

name in Eggertsson’s map of the history of Iceland. 

Women were mentioned exactly two more times:  

The word ambátt appears twice in the map, the 

Icelandic word for a female slave.  

 

It felt wrong for a young woman in the 21st century 

to be reproducing that kind of history. I wanted to 

rewrite the whole history of Iceland with a better 

representation of women, but realised that three 

months were far too short a time to both do that and 

then make the map. I decided to focus on the graphic 



design part of the project, and not on the content I 

was in fact communicating. In compensation, I made 

sure that the historical part I updated from 1930 to 

2014 would include more names of women and events 

related to women’s history. To try to be a mirror of my 

own time and the recent years proved to be more of 

a challenge than I had imagined. I was faced with a 

big question: How do you decide what is historically 

important and what is not? 

 

Despite my best efforts to make the past 80 years more 

equal in representation, the whole picture was still off. 

It was as if women had hardly existed from settlement 

up until the 20th century. It’s hard to point the finger 

of blame at Eggertsson for making a history map 

completely ignoring women’s part in history. What he 

produced was reflective of his own society. A great deal 

can be read into his selection of content, and his scarce 

selection of women. However, I don’t think we should 

be mirroring those views when teach ing history today. 

It is time to reflect on the choices made before, and 

the choices we make now. What kind of history do we 

want to teach? That which only gives space to values 

such as masculinity, money and power, or do we want 

to communicate broader values, with a more inclusive 

and diverse representation of a nation’s people? 

 
When updating Eggertsson’s map, I let his and his 

society’s view of history stand unchallenged. I negl- 

 ected the power I had, that of the cartographer and  

the historian, to tell a story that I could stand by. 

Instead I merely reproduced an echo of the past. 
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For this research I have gathered 100 examples of  

Ice landic history books in the form of scans; 50 

Icelandic national history books and 50 Icelandic 

women’s history books. Through the collected scans  

I explore the lack of women in history and the different 

ways of designing for women. When talking about 

the books or the scans I will refer to them either as 

national history books or as women’s history books.

Women’s history certainly is as much of a national 

history as the other; however, I have discovered 

through this process that women’s history is separated 

from the national, both in place ment, text and design. 

The world and its history is not binary, it’s not black 

and white, not masculine and feminine. It comes in  

all genders, colours, shapes and sizes and all the range 

in-between. Yet history books seem to be reserved for  

a limited few, almost exclusively of the same gender.
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To help reveal how women are constantly ignored in 

history I stick to this binary definition; of masculine 

and feminine; or national history books and women’s 

history books.

When the feminine is separated from the neutral,  

the history of women separated from that of the 

nation, does that not tell us that the national is 

indeed masculine? And when a certain design 

aesthetic is labelled as feminine, isn’t everything 

that’s considered neutral design in fact masculine?

The Layout of History is a research project that starts 

out from my experiences in my bachelor’s studies; 

my regrets for having reproduced norma tive history, 

and the notion, with which my teachers had left me, 

that designing in a fem inine way was something bad. 

 

It’s about the lack of women in history  

and how aesthetics categorised as  

fem inine are considered of less value  

in design. 

It’s about the normative ways of 

writing history and the normative 

ways of designing and how one 

affects the other.
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T o collect the scans of all the books that 

I used for this research I went to the 

National and University Library of 

Iceland. While searching for the books I encountered 

two different sets of experiences; one while searching 

for the women’s history books and another while 

searching for the national history books.
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Before going to the library I had been in touch with 

Auður Styrkársdóttir, the director of the Women’s 

History Archives, which forms part of the library. 

I was hoping that through the Women’s History 

Archives it would be easy to access all the books  

I needed on women’s history in Iceland. It turned  

out to be a bit more complicated than that.
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In order to find the books on women’s history,  

Auður recommended that I use their website 

kvennasogusafn.is. There, I would find extensive  

lists of books, publications and articles on 

women’s history. 
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To find the books on the list, I had to enter their  

titles into the library search engine leitir.is in order  

to find their Dewey Decimal System code so that I 

could actually locate the books within the library.
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At last, armed with information on where each book 

was placed in the library, I went on a hunt for books. 

It turned out that the women’s history books were 

scattered all across the library, sending me between 

departments of …
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Gender Studies,

2322
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Social Studies,
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Anthropology,
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Women’s Biographies,
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History of Iceland,

3130
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and many more.
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The search for the national history books turned  

out to be a bit easier. To find those books I simply  

went to the department of national history ...

... and grabbed all the books I needed. 

No need for a list of books, no need to look them  

up beforehand to find their codes and (best of all)  

no running around. 
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W hen reading the history of Iceland  

in secondary school I remember learn-

ing about Auður djúpúðga, one of  

the first settlers in Ice land, and Bríet Bjarn héð ins-

dóttir, an im portant advocate for women’s liberation  

and suffrage in the late 19th century to the early  

20th century 

 

After Bjarnhéðinsdóttir’s time and women’s suffrage, 

women were mentioned more frequently in the history 

books. For all the long stretch of years between those 

two, however, I can’t really recall learning about any 

other women.

I remember reflecting on this at the time and  

thinking to myself:
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Were they really  
all confined within 
the walls of the 
home, all that time, 
never contributing 
to anything 
considered of 
historical value?

W
he

re
 w

ere
 a

ll 
th

e w
omen?
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Confirming this lack of women was Kristín Linda 

Jónsdóttir’s 2011 study on gender equality in history 

books used in the curriculum for middle schools in 

Iceland:

 

Of all the people 

mentioned by name in  

the books she researched, 

only 12% were women, 

while 93% of the books’ 

authors were men. 

Her research was initiated after The Centre for  

Gender Equality (CGE) received a tip pointing out 

the fact that then newly released history book series 

Sögueyjan I–II (The History Island I–II) did not 

contain a single female name in its index, while  

male names ran in the hundreds. 

 

In the introduction to Jónsdóttir’s research Kristín 

Ástgeirsdóttir, Director of the CGE writes:
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“Yet again, the many centuries old history of women 

in the country has been ignored, Icelandic students 

apparently needn’t know about the life, work, power 

and influence of women earlier on. [...] In light of the 

extensive research and knowledge we now have on the 

history of women and men in the country, it is utterly 

unacceptable that such an outdated and one-sided 

male history should still be dominant in the teaching 

materials for elementary schools. Since the year 1976, 

a law has been in force regarding the equal rights of 

women and men, including the obligation of schools to 

ensure equality in education. The law has been revised 

many times, most recently in 2008, when provisions 

were tightened on the obligations of schools to prepare 

all genders for an equal role within society (Article  

23. act, 10/2008). Furthermore, the law provides for  

a non-discriminatory curriculum for all genders. 

One would have expected the publishers of new 

textbooks to react to the criticism of older books, 

making it their aim to respect the law and to base the 

text on the latest knowledge rather than repeating an 

old and a male-dominated view of history belonging 

to an older time. In light of the results presented 

here we must demand improvements in textbooks on 

history for elementary schools, and this must be done 

through a thorough debate on what kind of history 

should be taught. Good textbooks must reflect lives of 

the people in the country, both women and men, from 

high to low, rich and poor, rulers and the ruled, so that 

students get to know and understand the struggles of 

their foremothers and forefathers. The material for this 

exists [...] Writing a history for a new time requires a 

new way of thinking along with new methods, new 

knowledge, and an awareness and an understanding of 

the inequality of the genders within history writing.”1 
1 Kristín Ástgeirsdóttir, “Aðfaraorð jafnréttisstýru”, Rannsókn 
á hlutdeild kynjanna í námsefni í sögu á miðstigi grunnskóla, 
Jafnréttisstofa, 2011. Originally in Icelandic, translated by the author.
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Like Ástgeirsdóttir mentions, the materials and 

stories for a new kind of history do exist, yet a modern 

approach still hasn’t entered the general national 

history. There seems to be an absence of an effort 

by writers and publishers to rethink and reimagine 

how we can combine women’s history with national 

history in order to teach a more inclusive history.  

This lack of effort constitutes a choice not to present 

that more inclusive history, instead reproducing 

normative one-sided male history.  

In her study, Jónsdóttir refers to several other  

studies, where the conclusion is always the same:  

Men get most of the space, while women are portrayed 

as less important and are as good as invisible.

This problem is by no means limited to Iceland.  

The overall absence of women in history books is  

considered one of the major stumbling blocks to mov-

ing forwards towards full gender equality. This lack  

of women and their stereotypical portrayal if men-

tioned (as mothers, wives, daughters, mistresses),  

is the mirror of history in which girls today get to  

reflect themselves. Boys, however, reflect themselves  

in the majority mentioning of men, their influence  

and their power. 

How can gender equality  

be reached if this is  

what children are being 

taught to this day?
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Jónsdóttir’s study states that Sweden is furthest ahead 

in rectifying this imbalance. Nevertheless, a recently 

published history books in Sweden reveal a major 

backlash, and a tendency to going back to the norms  

of history writing.2 A tendency in tune with the fact 

that women appear to be the least represented in the 

most recent Icelandic history books. 

When starting this project, I tried to come up with a 

definition of history. After a lot of web searching for 

the term, the definition boiled down to this: 

Significant events of the past arranged 

in a chronological order that helps us to 

understand the world we live in and how  

the past has shaped our present day.

It reads as neutral, and that is what history claims  

to be. But like we’ve seen it’s not at all neutral, the 

history of men continues to be repeated all over the 

world, while the history of women is still ignored.  

A more accurate definition of history might read:

Significant events of the past chosen and 

arranged in a chronological order by those  

in power in order to help them understand  

the world they live in and how the past  

has shaped the present day.

2 Mikael Delin, “Kvinnorna saknas i skolans historieböcker”,  
Dagens Nyheter, 01.15.2015, http://www.dn.se/nyheter/sverige/
kvinnorna-saknas-i-skolans-historiebocker/, (accessed 04.12.2016).
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As the research of Jónsdóttir and studies by other 

scholars researches confirm, history is not reflecting 

the lives of everybody and it does not give everybody  

a chance to be reflected. 

The lack of women establishes for children a 

worldview according to which women are irrelevant, 

not part of what is considered historically worthy, 

con tri buting to the notion that femininity is 

something less. This leaves us with adults shaped  

by this view of history, adults who will eventually 

go on to teach the next generation the same. 

 

A redefinition of what  

is considered historically 

worthy is in order, to  

create a more equal society, 

where everybody can  

see themselves reflected  

in history.
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You are hereby 
invited to take  
part in a quest 
to find women  
in history books.  
 

On the following pages you will find 43 spreads from 

my archive of Icelandic national history books. In the 

process of documenting the books, I opened each book 

at a random spread and scanned it without reading  

the text, only looking at the page to make sure there 

was indeed some text there. 

As most of the books are in Icelandic I have altered 

each time that a woman is mentioned by name to  

look something like this  or this or this, so you 

should be in no doubt if you have found one. If there 

is no mention of women on the spread, the spread 

remains unchanged.
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W hen studying graphic de sign, students 

are taught to make careful design  

decisions. You learn the importance  

of choosing typefaces, colours and shapes that are  

appropriate for the project, to use elements that help 

communicate the content visually.

 

When it comes to designing book covers, the aim is  

indeed to try to get people to judge the book by its 

cover. The reader should be able to read the visual 

language and use it, along with the title, to form 

assumpt ions of what the book is about, in other  

words, read the book before reading the book. 

 
 

 

In this chapter I try to discover, down to the smallest 

detail of colour, typefaces and other graphic elements, 

what makes a design typically used for women’s  

history different from a design for national history. 

 

Before beginning to dig into the material I had the  

notion that the books for women’s history were  

designed in a ’feminine’ way. To help me better define 

what feminine design is, as viewed and interpreted by 

graphic designers, I created a survey on the subject.  

I shared the survey with two Facebook Groups for 

graphic designers in Iceland, resulting in 21 replies. 

 

I use the replies from the survey along with my own 

observations of the material to identify feminine  

design in the books. The survey helped confirm the  

existence of a general consensus on what feminine  

design is, though many expressed strong feelings 

against it.
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THE SURVEY

1. With which gender identity do you identify?

2. What age are you?

3. Have you ever received a brief asking you to  

design something feminine?

 

Women:  42.9% Men:  57.1% 

20–29:  47.6% 

30–39:  38.1% 

40–49:  9.5% 

50–59:  4.8% 

Yes: 47.6% No:  52.4%

v

4. If yes, for what kind of a project?

s Cosmetics

s Makeup

s Women shopping nights

s Home company

s Food

s Breakfast cereal and more

s Packaging for baked goods 

s Branding, packaging

s Pharmacy

s Banking 

s Online Web-banner

s Christmas 

s An invitation to an event held by a cancer society 

s Computer for a female audience

s Phones 

s Illustration/typography

s It’s happened on more than one occasion, 

 in which I reply, there’s no such thing
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5. Are there typefaces that you would describe as  

being particularly feminine?

s I think it’s a cliché to use script fonts
s Serif typography, hand-lettering
s A handwritten font with wavy lines and 

 organic forms 

s Handwritten script is often softer and more 

personal, so I might use a typeface like that if  

I were trying especially to reach women

s No not really, although handwriting and curved fonts 
might be seen as more feminine than others

s Some Calligraphy fonts, handdrawn fonts 
• Roseline Script and maybe ITC Chino
s Cursive and/or light sans serif typefaces 

s Light, sans serif, script 
s Classic elegant fonts
s Didot
s Some soft and clean sans or serif typefaces.

s Bodoni, Didot and Futura and Brandon  
Grotesque come to mind

s Livory, Helvetica, Din, Chalet,  
Archer Pro, Univers
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43% of the typefaces for women’s history  

book covers included in this study are serifs. 

The serif most used is Garamond, 

most often appearing in a condensed style.

48% of the typefaces for national  

history books are serifs. 

The serif most used is Bodoni,  

most often appearing in bold or a black style. 

Bodoni never appears on women’s  

history book covers in this study.
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27% of the typefaces for women’s 

history book covers in this study are sans serifs. 

The sans serif most used is Futura,  

most often appearing in a bold style.

Futura appears only once on  

national history book covers in this study.

43% of the typefaces for national 

history book covers in this study are sans serifs.

The sans serif most used is Helvetica, 

most often appearing in a bold style. 

Helvetica is the second most used typeface 

for women’s history books in this study.
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23% of the typefaces for women’s history  

books covers in this study are scripts. 

There are four script categories; Formal Script, 

Calligraphic Script, Blackletter and Casual Script.

On women’s history book covers, formal scripts are 

used the most with the English 157 Bt Regular 

and Poppl-Residenz being the most common.

Formal Scripts are never used on any of the  

national history book covers in this study.

6% of the typefaces for national history  

book covers in this study are scripts.

The script category used most often is Blackletter, 

with Engravers Old English BT Regular and  

Linotext Regular being the most common.

Blackletter is never used on any of the 

women’s history book covers in this study.
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Caslon Book BE Italic

Plantin Std Italic

SERIFA BT ITALIC

CaliberOpti Regular

BlackMarket Regular

Adobe Garamond Bold Italic

Adobe Caslon Pro Italic

TIMES NEW ROMAN ITALIC

Times New Roman Bold Italic

Minion Italic

Baskerville TT Bold Italic

SABON ITALIC OSF

BASKERVILLE TT ITALIC

Berhard Modern Std Bold Italic

Antique Olive Std Italic

ITC Stone Informal Italic

Knigtsbridge LTW01 Regular

AdornCoronetW 00 Regular

Shelley Allegro Script

Poppl-Residenz Regular

Poppl-Residenz Regular

Poppl-Residenz Regular

Z apfino Regular
Snell Roundhand Bold 

Nuptial Script Medium

Coronet Regular
English 157 BT Regular

English 157 BT Regular

English 157 BT Regular

Freestyle Script D Bold

ITC Zapf Chancery Italic Std
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The biggest difference I noted, beyond  

specific typefaces or observations made by the 

designers in the survey, is the usage of italics or 

typefaces which are slanted or leaning, typefaces 

which are not directly upright. 

40% of the women’s history book covers  

in this study are in italics or slanting to the side.

7% of the national history book covers 

are in italics or slanting to the side. 

We use italics when stressing something,  

when something is different from the main text.  

It’s a deviation from the normal, from the regular,  

it’s something different. Through this, we can read 

that women’s history is not the norm, not the regular. 

It is something different.
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AF FORN UM LÖG UM OG SÖG UM THE A TO Z OF ICE LAND ALÞINGI HIÐ 

FOR NA BÓK ALDAR INNAR Bú skap ar saga í Skriðuhreppi 

forna ENSKA ÖLDIN Í SÖGU ÍS LEND INGA Frá 

einveldi til lýð veldis FRÁ ENDUR SKOÐUN TIL VALTÝSKU FRÁ 

GOÐ ORÐUM TIL RÍKJA Frá sam fél agsmyndun til 

sjálfstæðisbaráttu FRELS IS BAR ÁTTA SUÐUR-ÞING EY INGA GAMLI 

SÁTT MÁLI GESTUR Goðamenning Hvað gerðist á Ísland 

1979 Hern aðar saga Ís lands HI STORY OF ICE LAND THE 

HIS TORY OF ICE LAND ICE LAND SAGA Ic eland Saga Í 

FÓTSPOR FEÐR  ANNA Is land i ald anna ras ÍS LAND á 20. 

öld ISLAND I SAGA OCH NUTID Islandshistoriaikortadrag Íslands- 

og mann kyns saga NB II Ís lands saga a–h ÍSLANDS SAGA 

A–Ö  ÍSLANDSSAGA í stuttu 

máli ÍSLANDSSAGA TIL OKKAR DAGA ÍS LENSK MIÐ ALDA SAGA ÍSLENSKUR 

ANNÁLL KELTAR Á ÍSLANDI Land id, sagan og sög urnar LANDNÁM 

ÍSLANDS Lífsbjörg Ís lendinga frá 10. öld til 16. aldar NÝ 

ÍSLANDSSAGA Saga Íslands X SYND IR FEÐR ANNA II SÖGU

ÞJÓÐIN Tvær eyjar á jarð inum UPP LYSINGIN A IS LANDI Uppruni 

nútímans Við og ver öldin ÞÁ VAR ÖLD IN ÖNNUR Þjóðhátíðin 

1974 ÞÓRÐ UR KAK ALI Öldin ell efta Öldin fimm tánda

Á RAUÐ UM SOKK UM Ár töl og áf angar í sögu ís lenskra 

kvenna Á STANDIÐ ÁTJ ÁN  KON UR BAR ÁTTAN UM VALD BETRI 

HELMING UR INN B J Ö R G  Bros að gegn um tárin Daga mun ur EIN 

Á FORSETA  VAKT Fjarri hlyju hjóna sæng ur F L É T T UR Frá konu til konu  

Frú ráðherra Hélstu að líf id væri svona? Hinn sanni 
Íslendingur HULDU KON UR Í ÍS LENSKRI MYND LIST Íslenska 

mennta konan verður til JÁ, ÉG ÞORI, GET OG VIL KONAN KEMUR VIÐ 

SÖGU KONA ÞRIGGJA EYJA KONUR, FLOKKAR OG FRAM

BOÐ KON UR HVAÐ NÚ? KON UR OG KOSN ING AR KONUR 

OG VÍGA MENN Kosn inga réttur KVENNA 90 ára Kven fél agið 

Baldurs brá Kvenn amegin KYNJA FRÆÐI – KORTLAGNINGAR Lífs saga 

baráttu konu L jós og skuggar Margar hlýjar hend ur MEÐ 

VILJA NN AÐ VOPNI Merk is konur sög unnar Nú tím ans 

konur Óður til steins ins Skáld konur fyrri alda Storm sveip

ur í stjórn mál um Strá í hreiðrið ÚR FJÖTR UM ÚR ÆVI OG 

STARFI ÍS  LENSKRA KVENNA II VAKNAÐU KONA! VER ÖLD SEM 

ég VIL VIGDÍS Vigdís for seti Þær þráð inn spunnu Þættir 

úr kris tni sögu Í slandþs ÞÖRF IN KNÝR  99 ár

Women’s National

History History
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The previous spread shows all the titles of the  

100 books, set in the typefaces in which the  

titles appear on the covers. 

 

 

 

 

 

There is an obvious  

difference in the typeface 

choices. You can’t help  

but wonder, what do  

those differences mean? 

Is a script font for some 

reason not suitable 

for national history, 

and couldn’t a bold 

extended font be  

used for women’s history? 
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6. Are there colours that you view as particularly  

feminine?

s Pastels

s Pastel colours 

s Pink, orange and pastels

s Pastel, pink, red, orange, lilac 

s Just a harmonious colour combination (the classic 

perceived feminine colors are light colors, pastel, 

pink, red and warm colors. But I think you can  

use a lot more than these classic ones.)

s Earth tones, reds, pinks, light tones

s Purple, pink, red

s By default, sadly, pink — but also black

s Sadly: pink

s Not really a specific colour, more a colour palette. 

Blue and black can e.g. be feminine in the right 

context and therefore all colours can be considered 

as feminine

s Pink, yellow, purple, very light greens and blue

s Purple, pink, blue, yellow, white, red and black 

s Yes. The colour pink, and sometimes baby blue

s Soft and radiating

s Purple can also look quite feminine. But it always 

depends on the context in my opinion

s Pink hues, bright colours

s I don’t do it myself, but society tells you constant-

ly that pink, red and purple are supposedly particu-

larly feminine 
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On the previous spread you can see samples of  

the most dominant colour of every book that’s  

a part of this research.

As with the typeface 

choices, we can see a clear 

colour difference too. What 

is being implied with those 

different choices? 

What should be read into 

the fact that one certain 

kind of history is so clearly 

visually distinguished from 

another? What is this if 

not a grown-up, academic 

version of the toy shelves 

with which we have 

become so familiar; pink  

for girls, blue for boys?
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Throughout the whole survey, I began to recognise a 

constantly repeated pattern of words, with two themes 

becoming pretty clear. These words were mentioned 

especially in relations to the questions: 
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7. What would you apply in order to create  

a feminine design?

8. Are there any elements or shapes that you  

would describe as being particularly feminine?
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Soft design s Softer features, 
streamlined s Softness s Smooth curves, 
softness s softness s Round, soft shapes, 

loops, symmetry s Round and curved 
lines s Circles s Soft smooth shapes  
and patterns s Curves that remind me  

of a woman’s curved body s Soft,  
curvy lines s Soft shapes
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These soft gradients, circles around portraits and 

fading edges are something I could not identify within 

the national history books, but were mirrored clearly  

in the women’s history books. 

It seems that these 

elements are reserved  

for design for women  

only. The same applies  

for the elements that  

were mentioned the  

second most:
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Flowers s Flowers and 
butterflies s Flowers, hearts, anything 

reminding you of having feelings 
Floral form, flowers s Organic 

forms s Ornament s Wavy lines  
and organic forms s Patterns

Flowers s Flowers and 
butterflies s Flowers, hearts, anything 

reminding you of having feelings 
Floral form, flowers s Organic 

forms s Ornament s Wavy lines  
and organic forms s Patterns
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Of symbols or elements not mentioned in the  

survey replies, two symbols stood out, marking  

each category visually. 

For women’s history: For national history:
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Both symbols are charged 

with meaning and power; 

one claims a gender in the 

name of equality; the other 

a whole country in the 

name of neutrality. 

 

Many of the women’s history books are about women’s 

suffrage and their fight for equality, where the female 

symbol, the Venus sign, has been emblematic. Its un-

neutrality could hardly be more clearly marked. It is 

about women and their part in history. 

The map of Iceland is used to represent all Icelanders, 

the whole country. Yet, as we have seen, it is far from 

representative of the entire nation. Even though the 

national history is for the most parts about men, there 

is no need to mark it with the male symbol. The mere 

idea seems absurd.
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B 
y changing only colours, typefaces 

and shapes, while keeping in mind 

the words soft, ornamental and pink, 

how much needs to be changed to make national 

history book design feminine? 

 

Why do we react upon seeing feminine design  

where it’s not “supposed” to be? And why is this  

visual language, which we feel is inappropriate for  

one subject, appropriate for another?
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A t a point during the process of  

this project when I didn’t know 

exact ly what to do, I went on  

a whim to Kung liga Biblioteket in Stockholm and  

took photos of some history books. I had a feeling  

there might be some differences between the covers  

of national history books and women’s history books,  

but at the time this wasn’t so clear to me, nor was 

why I was doing this. I decided to do a rough colour 

comparison, which confirmed my suspicions.  

 

Now, after going deeper into the subject, studying the 

material and identifying more and more differences, I 

can’t help but see a connection between the absence of 

women in history and the feminine design aesthetic. 

 

It’s all connected … 
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Of the 43 spreads of scans from national history 

books through which you have flipped, women were 

mentioned by name 23 times. Of these, eleven are 

referred to as a man’s mother, wife, sister, lover, or 

even, in one case, as a woman of easy virtue. Five of 

those mentioned are described by their profession or 

their riches, but of those, only one is actually discussed 

in the text in some depth while the other four are 

side notes. The final seven mentions of women are 

citations or photo credits. The text is not about them. 

This rarity of mentioning women is remarkable. Even 

on pages 132–133, where the topic is women’s rights, 

there is not a single mention of a woman, and the 

visual supporting the text is a portrait of a man. 

 

 

To give it some context, men were mentioned by  

name in the text 343 times. 

At almost no point is the 

text about a woman. She is 

a side note, a stereotypical 

mention supporting the 

history of men. Even in a 

text about women’s rights, 

no woman is menti oned. 

It seems that in history, 

women are not a part of 

their own history. 
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This limited mention of women in history creates 

a limited view of women, which I believe results in 

a limited visual world when designing for women. 

A visual world full of implications of soft ness and 

similar elements.

“Curves that remind 

me of a woman’s 

curved body”, and 

“Anything reminding 

you of having feelings”. 

Here, ideas on what a woman’s body should be  

like appear, as does the notion that feelings are  

connected exclusively to women, and are not  

something men have. 

When asking designers in the survey if they would 

use this kind of a visual language for something not 

described as particularly feminine, and if so, what that 

might be, one replied: 

“Something for  

family, life, health.”

Here it is implied that this visual language, this 

language generally connected to women, can also 

be used for something connected to caring. Does  

this not correspond to the stereotypical mentioning 

of women as caregivers, mothers, wives, sisters  

and lovers? 

And this is a visual language to which many react 

strongly, their response charged with negativity and 

criticism. From my memories of changing my favourite 

colour from pink to yellow, because girlishness was a 
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negative thing, to how I was shamed for making  

a self-portrait seen as too feminine, through the years 

I’ve experienced criticism towards this visual language 

and have been uncomfortable with it. In the survey, 

around a third of those responding expressed their 

criticism against these aesthetics. One claimed: 

“The monotony of 

pink soft vulnerability 

is enough to make  

you gag.” 

This person was criticising this usage of a stereo-

typical visual language, certainly an important 

criticism, but at the same time a good example  

of the strong reactions people have towards this  

visual language 

I myself admit that I feel torn about it. To be honest, 

even designing this book makes me uncomfortable  

and afraid. But that’s why I need to do it. What other 

style would be appropriate to tell this story? This 

is my effort to claim this language, to use it while 

talking about it and while talking about history. 

I have a feeling that it is not only viewed negatively 

because it is a stereotypical representation of women, 

but also because of the implications of softness 

and feelings, attributes which have been reserved 

exclusively for women, and which have been viewed 

as weak. As if this is a visual language inappropriate 

for anything which is not for or about women. But 

as Cajsa Unnbom once commented on my project: 

“What’s to say that men are not emotional? Or that 

soft is the opposite of strong?” Why shouldn’t we  

use this language for everything, why is it limited  

to one gender? 
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In applying the feminine design aesthetics to national 

history books, a gap became clear to me. For material 

masquerading as neutral, this language simply feels 

wrong, almost laughable. In that sense you could 

claim that this feminine design is a visual barrier. 

But it is a barrier that needs to be broken and which 

should be broken. One way of designing should not 

be inferior to another just because of its connections 

to femininity, and the implications design can offer 

should not be reserved for one gender.

Design should not be classed as feminine as opposed  

to design classed as masculine, and neither should be 

declared better than the other. By expanding the ideas 

of what masculinity and femininity are, it is to be 

hoped that the line between the two can be erased,  

and that design will neither perpetuate nor create  

such visual barriers. 

Through this research I believe I have identified three 

barriers to the accessibility of women’s history. First is 

the placement of books in libraries, making it more of 

an intellectual and physical effort to actually find and 

reach the books. Second is the lack of women in the 

books, and third is the different design approach, cod-

ing the books as women-only material.

 

My hope is that we reconsider how history is written 

and that we include women in it. My hope is that 

those books could look like this book without causing 

discomfort or bewilderment. That feminine design 

would no longer be feminine design and just be  

design, as appropriate as any other for any kind of  

book or product, for every gender and for every person.  

We should not let design dictate what gender is or 

who we are. 
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The layout of history is  

being repeated in the  

visual layout for history. 

The visual barrier needs 

to be broken, and the  

language relegated to 

women’s books shouldn’t  

be limited to women only. 

The problem is not the  

visual language itself  

or what it implies.  

The problem is where  

and for whom we use it, 

and most of all, where  

it is not used.
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WOMEN’S 

HISTORY BOOKS

Á rauðum sokkum –

Baráttu konur segja frá, 

Olga Guð rún Árna dóttir, 

2011. Design: Svein björn 

Styrkársson. WH-01 

 

Ártöl og áfangar í sögu 

íslenskra kvenna, Erla 

Hulda Hall dórs dóttir, 

Guð rún Dís Jón a tans-

dóttir, 1998. Design: 

Steindórsprent-Gutenberg 

ehf. WH-02 

 

Ástandið – Mann líf  

á her náms árum,  

Bjarni Guð marsson, 

Hrafn Jök uls son, 1989.  

Design: Björn Br. 

Björnsson. WH-03 

Átján konur – Ferill 

þeirra og fram tak í nú-

tíma hlut verkum, Gísli 

Kristjánsson, 1980.  

WH-04 

 

Barátta um vald – Konur 

í bæjarstórn Reyk javíkur 

1908–1922, Auður Styr-

kársdóttir, 1994. Design: 

Háskólaprent. WH-05 

 

Betri helmingurinn, 

Jón Daníelsson, 1989. 

Design: Prentstofa G. 

Bene dikts sonar. WH-06

 

 

 

v
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Björg – Ævisaga Bjargar 

C. Þor láks son, Sigríður 

Dúna Kristmundsdóttir, 

2001. Design: Hunang. 

WH-07 

 

Brosað gegnum tárin – 

Feg urð ar sam keppnir  

á Ís landi, Sæunn Ólafs-

dóttir, 2005. Design: 

Anna Cynthia Leplar. 

WH-08 

 

Dagamunur –Kvenn-

félaga  sam band Suður- 

Þingeyringa 70 ára,  

Jóhanna Á. Stein gríms-

dóttir, Kristjana Árna-

dóttir, Iðunn Steinsdóttir, 

1975. Design: Prentverk 

Odds Björnssonar hf. 

WH-09 

 

Ein á forsetavakt – Dagar 

í lífi Vig dísar Finn boga-

dóttur, Steinunn Sig urð-

ar dóttir, 1988. Design: 

Iðunn forlag. WH-10

Fléttur – Rit Rann  sókn-

ar  stofu í kvenna  fræðum 

1, Ragn hildur Richter, 

Þór unn Sig urð ar dóttir, 

1994. Design: Hólm fríður 

Árna dóttir. WH-11

Fjarri hlýju hjóna sængur 

– Öðruvísi Íslandssaga, 

Inga Huld Hákonardóttir, 

1992. Design: Alda Lóa 

Leifsdóttir. WH-12

Frá konu til konu Kvenna -

listinn: Saga – Stefna – 

Skipu lag, Kvennalistinn, 

1984. Design: Alda Lóa 

Leifsdóttir. WH-13

Frú ráðherra – Frá sagnir 

kvenna á ráð herra-

stóli, Edda Jóns dóttir, 

Sig rún Ste fáns dóttir, 

2015. Design: Hrund 

Guð munds dóttir, Helgi 

Hilmars son. WH-14

Hélstu að lífið væri 

svona?, Inga Huld Há kon-

ar dóttir, 1981. Design: 

Hildur Hákonardóttir. 

WH-15
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Hinn sanni Ís lend ingur – 

Þjóð erni, kyn  gervi og vald 

á Ís  landi 1900–1930, 

Sig ríður Matt híasdóttir, 

2004. Design: Jón Óskar/

Birt ing ar holt, Bryn jólfur 

Óla son. WH-16

Huldukonur í íslenskri 

myndlist, Hrafnhildur 

Schram, 2005. Design: 

Björk Vilhjálmsdóttir. 

WH-17

Íslenska mennta konan 

verður til, Valborg Sig urð-

ar  dóttir, 2005, Design: 

Sigurgeir Orri. WH-18 

 

Já, ég þori, get og vil: 

Kvennafrídagurinn 1975, 

Vilborg Harð ar  dóttir 

og allar kon urnar sem 

bjuggu hann til, Hildur 

Hákonardóttir, 2005. 

Design: Helga Gerður 

Magnús dóttir, Hildur 

Hákonar. WH-19

Konan kemur við sögu, 

Svan hildur María 

Gunnars dóttir, Þórður 

Ingi Guðónsson, 2016. 

Design: Snæfríð Þor-

steins. WH-20 

 

Kona þriggja eyja – Ævi-

saga Ásu Guð munds dótt-

ur Wright, Inga Dóra 

Björnsdóttir, 2009.  

WH-21

Konur, flokkar og framboð, 

Svanur Kristjánsson, 

Auður Styrkársdóttir, 

2001. WH-22 

 

Konur hvað nú? – Staða 

íslenskra kvenna í k jölfar 

kvenna árs og kvenna-

áratugar SÞ, Jónína 

Margrét Guðnadóttir, 

1985. Design: Elísabet 

Anna Cochran. WH-23 

 

Konur og kosningar –

Þættir úr sögu íslenskrar 

kven réttindabaráttu, Gísli 

Jónsson, 1977. WH-24

Konur og kristsmenn – 

Þættir úr kristni sögu  

Ís lands, Inga Huld  

Há kon ar dóttir, 1996. 

Design: Alda Lóa 

Leifsdóttir. WH-25
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Konur og vígamenn – 

Staða kynjanna á Íslandi 

á 12. og 13. öld, Agnes  

S. Arnórsdóttir, 1995.  

WH-26 

 

Kosningaréttur kvenna  

90 ára, 1915–2005, 

Auður Styrkársdóttir, 

Kristín Ást geirs-

dóttir, 2005. Design: 

Háskólaútgáfan KG. 

WH-27

Kvenfélagið Baldurs brá 

1919–1999, Guðrún Sig-

urð ar  dóttir, 1999, Design: 

Áprent. WH-28 

 

Kvennamegin, Sig ríður 

Þorgeirsdóttir, 2001. 

Design: Snæ björn 

Arn grímss on, Egill 

Baldursson. WH-29 

 

Kynjafræði – Kort lagn-

ingar, Irma Erlings dóttir, 

2004. Design: Stefán  

Snær Grétarsson.  

WH-30

Lífssaga baráttu konu – 

Inga Huld Há kon ar dóttir 

rekur sögu Aðalheiðar 

Bjarn freðs dóttur, Inga 

Huld Há kon ar  dóttir, 

1985. Design: Prentstofa 

G. Bene dikts sonar.  

WH-31 

Ljós og skuggar –Saga 

Kven félags Ból stað ar-

hlíða hrepps 1927–1997, 

Sigríður Ólafsdóttir, 

Birna María Sig valda-

dóttir, Erla Haf steins-

dóttir, 1997. Design: 

Ásprent/pob ehf. WH-32

Margar hlýjar hendur, 

Sigríður Torlacius, 1981, 

Design: Þorgbjörg Hösk-

ulds dóttir, Leiftur hf. 

WH-33 

 

Með viljann að vopni 

– Endurlit 1970–1980, 

Hrafn hildur Schram, 

Auð ur Styr kárs dóttir,  

Jenni fer Riddell, 2010. 

Design: Lóa Auðuns-

dóttir, Gunnar Vil  hjálms-

son. WH-34

Merkiskonur sögunnar, 

Kolbrún S. Ingólfsdóttir, 

2009. WH-35 
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Nútímans konur –

Menntun kvenna og 

mótun kyngervis á Íslandi 

1850-1903, Erla Hulda 

Halldórsdóttir, 2011, 

Design: Sól ey Stef áns-

dóttir, Há skóla út gáfan. 

WH-36

Óður til steinsins – Sögur 

íslenskra kvenna, Aldís 

B. Björnsdóttir, 2008. 

WH-37

Skáldkonur fyrri alda, 

Guðrún P. Helgadóttir, 

1995. Design: 

Prentsmiðjan Oddi, 

Prentsmiðjan Hólar.  

WH-38

Stormsveipur í stjórn-

málum, Guð mundur  

Sæ munds son, 1982. 

Design: Sigur þór Jakobs-

son, Prent smiðjan Hólar. 

WH-39

Strá í hreiðrið – Bók um 

Bríeti Bjarnhéðinsdóttur, 

Bríet Héðinsdóttir, 2006. 

WH-40

Úr fjötrum – Ís lenskar 

konur og erlendur her, 

Herdís Helgadóttir, 

2001. Design: Alda Lóa 

Leifsdóttir, Oddi.  

WH-41

Úr ævi og starfi íslenskra 

kvenna ii, Björg Ein ars-

dóttir, 1984. Design: 

Elísabet Anna Cochran. 

WH-42

Vaknaðu kona! – Barátta 

rauð sokka frá þeirra eigin 

sjón arhóli, Herdís Helga-

dóttir, 1996. WH-43

Veröld sem ég vil –  

Saga Kven rétt inda-

félags Íslands 1907–

1992, Sigríður Th. 

Erlendsdóttir, 1993, 

Design: Elísabet A. 

Cochran. WH-44 

 

Vigdís – Kona verður 

forseti, Páll Valsson, 

2009, Design: Alexandra 

Buhl, Guðmundur Þor-

steins son. WH-45
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Vigdís forseti – Kjör 

hennar og fyrsta ár í em-

bætti, Guðjón Friðriksson, 

Gunnar Elís son, 1980. 

Design: Guðjón Svein-

björns  son, Ólafur Ingi 

Jóns s on. WH-46

Þær þráðinn spunnu –  

Afrek kvenna í aldanna 

rás, Gunnhildur Hrólfs-

dóttir, 2015. WH-47

Þörfin knýr – Upp haf 

verka  kvenna hreyfi ng-

ar á Ís landi, Þórunn 

Magnúsdóttir, 2001. 

WH-48

8. mars!! – Al þjóð leg-

ur baráttu dagur verka-

kvenna, 1978. WH-49

99 ár – Jóhanna Egils-

dóttir segir frá, Gylfi 

Grön dal, 1980. Design: 

Prisma sf. WH-50
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Af fornum lögum og 

sögum – Fjórar ritgerðir 

um forn íslenska sögu, 

Sveinbjörn Rafnsson, 

2011. Design: Sóley 

Stefánsdóttir, Sverrir 

Sveinsson. NH-01

Alþingi hið forna,  

Einar Pálsson, 1991. 

Design: Mímir. NH-02

The A to Z of Ice land,  

Guðmundur Hálf dan ar-

son, 2008. NH-03 

 

Bók aldarinnar – Allt 

það helsta á Íslandi í 100 

ár, Gísli Mart einn Bald-

ur s  son, Ólafur Teitur 

Guðna  son, 1999. Design: 

Hvíta húsið. NH-04

Búskarparsaga í Skriðu-

hreppi forna, Rit safn Eiðs 

Guð mundssonar, 1984. 

NH-05

Enska öldin í sögu Ís lend-

inga, Björn Þor steins son, 

1970. NH-06 

 

Frá einveldi til lýð veldi 

– Ís lands saga eftir 1830, 

Heimir Þor leifs son, 1973. 

Design: Torfi Jóns son, 

Prent smiðjan Oddi.  

NH-07

Frá endurskoðun til Val-

tísku, Gunnar Karlsson, 

1972. NH-08

Frá goðorðum til rík ja – 

Þróun goð a valds á 12. og 

13. öld, Jón Viðar Sig  urðs-

son, 1989. NH-09

Frá sam félags mynd un  

til sjálf stæðis bar áttu, 

Lýður Björns son, 1983. 

Design: Oddi. NH-10

Frelsisbarátta Suður-

Þing  eyinga og Jón á 

Gaut alöndum, Gunnar 

Karls son, 1977. Design: 

Prent smiðjan Edda.  

NH-11 

Gamli sáttmáli – Tilurð 

og tilgangur, Patricia 

Pires Boulhosa, 2006. 

Design: Sigrún Pálsdóttir, 

Sverrir Svensson.  

NH-12

Gestur – Íslenskur fróð-

leikur gamall og nýr,  

Gils Guðmunds  son,  

1985. Design: Prenst-

smiðjan Oddi. NH-13

Goðamenning – Staða 

og áhrif goðorðs manna 

í þjóð veldi Ís lend inga, 

Gunnar Karlsson, 2004. 

Design: Margrét E. 

Laxness, Ritmál ehf. 

NH-14
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Hernaðarsaga Íslands 

– 1170–1581, Birgir 

Loftsson, 2006. Design: 

Arnar Loftsson, Pjaxi ehf. 

NH-15

History of Iceland – From 

Settlement to Present 

Day, Jón R. Hjálmarsson, 

2007. Design: Margrét E. 

Laxness. NH-16

The History of Ice land 

—The Green wood Hi-

stories of Mod ern Nat-

ions, Guðni Thorlacius 

Jóhannesson, 2013.  

NH-17 

Hvað gerðist á Ísland  

1979? – Sam tíma saga 

innlendra at burða rakin í 

máli og myndum, Stein-

ar Lúðvíksson, 1980. 

Design: Pétur Hall dórs-

son, Prent stofa G. Bene-

dikts  sonar. NH-18

Iceland Saga, Magn ús 

Magnússon, 1987. 

Design: Wyvern Type-

setting Ltd. NH-19

Iceland Saga, Magnús 

Magnússon, 2005, 

Design: Tempus Pub lish-

ing Lim ited. NH-20

Island i saga och nu tid, 

Esbjörn Rosen blad, 1990. 

NH-21

Islands historia i korta 

drag, Gunnar Karls son, 

2010, Design: Emilía 

Ragnarsdóttir, Guð jón 

Ingi Hauks son. NH-22

Í fótspor feðranna –  

Gull aldarárin 1990–1910, 

Þor steinn Thorarensen, 

1966. NH-23

Ísland á 20.öld, Helgi 

Skúli Kjartans son, 2002, 

Guðjón Ingi Hauksson. 

NH-24

Ísland í aldanna rás 

1951-1975 – Saga lands 

og þjóðar ár frá ári, Illugi 

Jökulsson, 2001. Design: 

Jón Ásgeir í Aðaldal. 

NH-25

Íslands- og mann kyns saga 

NB ii – Frá lokum 18. 

aldar til aldamóta 2000, 

Gunnar Þór Bjarnason, 

Margrét Gunnarsdóttir, 

2001. Design: Dægradvöl. 

NH-26

Íslandssaga a–h, Einar 

Laxness, 1995. Design: 

Vaka-Helgafell/VGH. 

NH-27
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Íslandssaga A–Ö – Frá 

Abbadís til Örlygs staða-

bardaga, Einar Laxness, 

Pétur Hrafn Árnason, 

2015. Design: Alex andra 

Buhl. NH-28

Íslandssaga í stuttu máli, 

Gunnar Karlsson, 2000, 

Design: Skaparinn ehf, 

Guðjón Ingi Hauksson. 

NH-29

Íslandssagan í máli og 

myndum – Ný og uppfærð 

útgáfa af íslenskum sögu-

atlas, Árni Daníel Júlíus-

son, Jón Ólafur Ís berg, 

2005. Design: Loftur 

Ólafur Leifs son, Korpus/

Oddi. NH-30

Íslandssaga til okkar 

daga, Björn Þorsteinsson, 

Bergsteinn Jónsson, 1991. 

Design: Aug lýs inga-

stofa Kristínar, Garðar 

Pétursson. NH-31

 

 

 

 

Íslensk miðaldasaga, 

Björn Þorsteinsson, 1980. 

Design: Prent smiðjan 

Hólar hf. Seltjarnarnesi. 

NH-32

Íslenskur annáll –Sam-

tíð a r saga í sérflokki, Vil-

hjálm  ur Ey  þórs son, 1992. 

Design: Mynda mót hf, 

Bóka  útgáfan Íslenskur 

annáll. NH-33

Keltar á Íslandi,  

Her mann Páls son, 1997. 

Design: Alda Lóa Leifs-

dóttir, Sverrir Sveins  son. 

NH-34

 

Landið, sagan og sögurnar 

– Fyrstu aldir Íslands-

byggðar í nýju ljósi, 

Magn ús Magn ús son, 

1987. Design: GBB  

Aug lýs inga þjón ustan. 

NH-35

Landnám Íslands – 

Hand bók í íslenskri 

mið alda sögu ii, Gunnar 

Karlsson, 2016. Design: 

Helgi Hilmars son.  

NH-36
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Lífsbjörg Íslendinga 

frá 10. öld til 16. aldar 

– Handbók í íslenskri 

mið aldar sögu iii, Gunnar 

Karlsson, 2009. Design: 

Kristinn Gunnarsson, 

Há skóla útgáfan. NH-37

Ný Íslandssaga,  

Björn Þor steinsson,  

1966, Design: Gísli B.  

Björns son. NH-38

Saga Íslands x,  

Sigurður Líndal, Pétur 

Hrafn Árna son, 2009, 

Design: Auglýsingastofa 

Kristínar. NH-39

Syndir feðranna ii 

– Sagnir af gömlum 

myrkra verkum, Jónas 

Kristánsson, 1987. 

Design: Gunnar S.  

Þor leifs  son, Prent berg  

ehf. NH-40

Söguþjóðin, Jónas Krist-

j ánsson, 1988. Design: 

Hall dór Þor steins son, 

Sverrir Sveins son.  

NH-41

Tvær eyjar á jarðrinum – 

Ímynd ir Ís lands og Græn-

lands frá mið öld um til 

miðrar 19. ald ar, Sumar-

liði R. Ís leifs son, 1988. 

Design: Magnús Valur 

Páls son. NH-42

Upplýsingin á Íslandi – 

10 rit gerðir, Ingi Sigurðs -

son, 1990, Design: Prent-

smiðjan Edda. NH-43

Uppruni nútímans – 

Kennslu  bók í Íslands sögu 

eftir 1830, Bragi Guð-

mundsson, Gunnar  

Karls son, 1988. Design:  

Teikn, Oddi. NH-44

Við og veröldin – 

Heimsmynd Íslendinga 

1100–1400, Sverrir 

Jakobsson, 2005. Design: 

Kári Jóhann Sævarsson, 

Viðar Þorsteinsson.  

NH-45

Þá var öldin önnur,  

Einar Bragi, 1973. 

Design: Hörður Ágústs-

son, Ísa fold ar prent smiðja. 

NH-46
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Þjóðhátíðin 1974 –  

Ellefu hundruð ára 

afmæli Ís lands byggðar 

874–1974, Ind riði G. 

Þorsteinsson, 1986. 

Design: Aug lýs inga  stofa 

Kristínar. NH-47

Þórður Kakali, Ásgeir 

Jakobs son, 1988.  

NH-48

Öldin ellefta 1001–1100 

– Minnisverð tíðindi, 

Óskar Guðmundsson, 

2004. Design: Hall dór 

Þor steins son, Ómar Örn 

Sig urðs son. NH-49

Öldin fimmtánda  

1401–1500 –  

Minnisverð tíðindi,  

Óskar Guðmunds  son, 

2003. Design: Oddi.  

NH-50
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